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of A).
A singular point of S> is a point that belongs to no f-set and to no i-set. ( 2 ) If C is an 'set (resp, i-set), then there is a maximal f-set (resp. i-set) containing C.
Take the union of all the f-sets (resp. i-sets) containing C and apply (1) .e Define an F-set (resp. [-set) as a maximal f-set (resp. i-set). Define also an E-set as an F-set or an I-set, (3) Two distinct E-sets are disjo'int.
ii Lthey The function g from S to R is now defined inductively. To this effect, we take for each En first a pair (an, fln) of points of R such that a,, < 13n and then a function gn satisfying the conditions of (7) if En is an F-set, of (8) if En is an I-set. Two E-sets are said to be adjacent if there is at most one point of S between them.
For E1, take a1= 0, 81= 1. For E,1, consider the three cases that may arise.
(1) Em < En for every m < n. Let Ej be the greatest of these 
If E,, < {a} for every n, define g(a) as Sup Rfi(which may be t co)
To dispose of the residual case for which there are E,,, and E,, such that lEm < {a} < E,,, we prove (9) If the class of the E-sets is partitioned into two nonempty classes ,/ and 6@ such that (LE, e a and E, e -V) -(E, < E8), then Supyre7; Rr = Inf,8ew a8.
Given n large enough, let Er,n be the greatest of the Em in aV such that mn < n, and let EqIn be the least of the Em in .5 such that m < n. If, for some n, E,. and Eq,. are adjacent, then /p,, = a,,, and the proposition is proved. If Ep n and Eq, are adjacent for no n, then, for every in, the interval [p nP+1 aq+l], which is contained in the interval [/%,Pny aq,,], either has the same length or has a length three times smaller.
Since the latter must occur for infinitely many n, the proposition is also proved in this situation. Q.E.D.
Going back to the residual case decribed before the statement of (9), we define n as the class of all the E, < {a} and ?-? as the class of all the E8 > {a}. These two classes satisfy the conditions of (9). We now apply the corollary and obtain an increasing function u from X to R upper semicontinuous in the upper preorder topology.
Since the given topology on X is stronger than or equal to the upper preorder topology, the proof is completed. PROPOSITION 
